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Overview






The thought of “Hidden
Hidden Riches in Secret
places” invokes a feeling of enquiry and
desire to know what lies beyond
y
the natural.
While it is natural to crave for things that will
add value to our lives, it is right
g
to also
evaluate all things – Grace, Value and Wealth
The objective
j
of this seminar is to locate a
people (with a passion for the Kingdom) and
position them for the divine program of wealth
transfer.
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The objective of this seminar is to locate a
people (with a passion for the Kingdom) and
position them for the divine p
p
program
g
of wealth
transfer.
Bring
g them to understand the p
prophetic
p
timeline for the evolution of the kingdoms of
men and explain the its interaction with the
Kingdom of God
Outline the principles that underscore the
productivity of the Kingdom of God on earth.

Prophetic Timeline
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Issues of Sight







Matthew 6:19-23
6:19 23
Your outlook to life determines where your
lives investment goes; correct sight is
aligned to divine purpose
Correct sight produces luminous life and
that in turn attracts grace and value. Wealth
will always
y flow in the direction of g
grace and
value.
g God is the natural expression
p
Serving
of yyour
sightedness

Economic Life in the Last days







Matthew 24: 37-38
37 38
Focus is on everything outside the purpose of
God Economy is based on the inflow and
God.
outflow of resources.
Divine resources will always flow in the
direction of resident grace
Treasures of Darkness and hidden riches in
secret places point to the exclusive divine
p for the execution of divine will.
resource kept

Building Jerusalem





Isaiah 45:3
I will give you the treasures of darkness And
hidden riches of secret places,
places That you
may know that I, the LORD, Who call you by
yyour name, Am the God of Israel.
4 For Jacob My servant's sake, And Israel My
elect, I have even called y
you by
yy
your name; I
have named you, though you have not known
Me.

Cyrus and Israel








Who is the Lord giving the treasure of
darkness and hidden riches in secret places?
What really does this represent in the building
purpose of the Lord
For what purpose is the Lord giving Cyrus for
Israel?
Lets reconcile the finishing church with the
economic life required for the time

Management of Life










Your life is a gift more precious than anything
else created by God on earth
The way you manage your life reveals the
value you place on it
The grace and value on your life identifies
who you serve – God or Mammon
Do not succumb to the pressure of this life
life'ss
earthly need
The more your die to your self life the more
you wake to the reality of eternity

Management of Resources




We cannot manage divine resource if we
cannot manage our life in God

